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 Ontology & theory of design. 
Reading guide & questions for student seminar, Ryerson 
University, Dept. of Philosophy, April 2, 2014, 3-6 pm. 

 Readings: 
Galle, P. (2008). Candidate worldviews for design theory. Design Studies, 29(3), 267-303. [‘CWD’] 

Galle, P. (2011). Foundational and instrumental design theory. Design Issues, 27(4), 81-94. [‘FIT’] 

 
Key terms of the two papers 
What in CWD I call a ‘worldview’ corresponds (roughly) to what in FIT is termed a ‘foundational 
design theory’. In the papers no strict definition is given to either of the two terms, but for the purposes 

of our discussion, we can regard them as co-extensional: 

 

Worldviews is introduced in CWD as ‘consistent metaphysical theories on which new design theories 

can be based’ (p. 269). This may smack of grand philosophical systems, which is unfortunate. 

For what the paper aims at, is just proposing a few carefully chosen basic assumptions, from 

which the growing body of design theory can be developed. One point I make in the paper is that 

this should be done so as to avoid ‘insidious inconsistency’ (examples are given in the paper). 

 

Foundational design theory [≈ worldviews] is introduced in FIT as ‘theory expressing [the] underlying 

conceptions about the nature and purpose of design’, by which instrumental design theory 

‘should be supported’ (pp. 81-82).  

Instrumental design theory is ‘design theory [which] conveys facts and possibilities that facilitate, 

accelerate, or improve design practice, if taken into account by a designer’ (FIT p. 81). Examples 

might include theory about how to make cheap, robust, and energy-efficient combustion 

engines; how to maximize usability of software applications, how to trade off among various 

kinds of design objectives, and how to develop urban housing so as to stimulate social 

interaction among residents. 

 

 

Aims of the two papers 
CWD, 2008: The aim of CWD is to develop new foundational theories (worldviews) so as to prevent the 

emerging body of (empirical) design theory (what I now call ‘instrumental design theory’) from 

being infected by ‘insidious inconsistency’. Various proposals are developed and evaluated, but 

none is picked out as superior to the others. 

 

FIT, 2011: The aim of FIT is on clarifying foundational and instrumental design theory, and their 

relationship: First, I analyse three important design-theoretical books to find examples of what 

may be taken as the authors’ foundational and instrumental theories. On that basis, I try to 

answer two questions: (1) What is the relationship between foundational and instrumental 

theories? [I.e., in what sense do the former ‘support’ the latter?] (2) What is a good foundational 

theory? 
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Questions for discussion1 
Since both papers are about foundational design theory, I suggest we treat them as a single text. When 

reading them, please reflect on the following questions, which we will discuss at the seminar: 

 

1. The ‘big question’, which I think any foundational theory of design should help us answer, 

appears at the end of FIT: ‘How indeed is design possible – thrusting forward, as it does, into an 

empty space of non-existence?’ (We’ll begin with a few initial stabs at this question, but then 

explore it through the questions below, and return to it at the end of the session.) 

2. Devil’s advocate: Does it really matter what foundational theories we subscribe to; is a shared 

foundational theory of any consequence; e.g. to design practice, to research into instrumental 

design theory, or to the teaching of design? (If so, then how and why, do you imagine? If not, 

what does matter, by way of philosophical underpinnings?) 

3. I had a hard time substantiating the thesis that instrumental design theory is ‘supported’ by an 

underlying foundational theory, as the last half of FIT testifies. Are any of the two metaphors 

useful: the lighting metaphor (FIT, pp 91 f) and the software metaphor (CWD, pp 270 f)? If so, 

what might their relative merits be? 

4. Further to the support thesis: Might it have helped to think of that thesis as one of relativity? 

Which is to say that instrumental theory is relative to (depends on, is determined by) a 

foundational theory, in a manner analogous to the way in which (allegedly) our thinking is 

relative to our language (linguistic relativity: Humboldt, Sapir-Whorf); our science is relative to 

a paradigm / research programme / research tradition (Kuhn / Lakatos / Laudan); or a 

philosophical position on a given issue is relative to the philospher’s ‘cognitive-value orientation’ 

(Rescher, 1985, e.g. p. 178). (For a quick rundown on Kuhn & Co., see Godfrey-Smith, 2003, ch. 

6-7. On relativity in general: Swoyer, 2014.) 

5. Can we express the sense in which (allegedly) foundational theory ‘supports’ instrumental theory 

without recourse to metaphors and analogies? (Hoping to pick your brains.) 

6. What ground should a good foundational theory cover? (Presumably more than suggested by the 

‘Seed Questions’ of CWD, but what? Should it be a theory of science for design? (Stating, for 

example, what counts as good instrumental theory about that subject area?) 

7. Depending on the answer(s) to Q6, how promising would you consider each (or some selected 

examples) of the ‘candidate worldviews’ cum rudimentary foundational theories of CWD? 

8. In CWD, on p. 281, I endorsed the ‘orthodox’ view on reference, properties, and truth as 

expressed by statements (13)–(15), in a more or less off-hand manner. But what might we 

encounter if we ventured down the dark road of not maintaining such orthodoxy? Might it, after 

all, lead to feasible foundational theories of design? 

9. Q1 revisited: Are we any wiser now? 

 

 

References (no reading obligations attached): 
Godfrey-Smith, P. (2003). Theory and reality: an introduction to the philosophy of science. Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press. 

Rescher, N. (1985). The Strife of Systems. An Essay on the Grounds and Implications of Philosophical Diversity. 

Pittsburgh, PA.: University of Pittsburgh Press. 

Swoyer, C. (2014), Relativism, in: Zalta, E. N. (Ed.), The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2014 Edition) 

URL: http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2014/entries/relativism/ (forthcoming archival version). 

                                                             
1  If in future work I make use of any new ideas that I can trace back to our discussions, I will, of course, 

acknowledge their source according to the conventions of academic decorum. 


